
                    BEACHES GET MIXED RESULTS FROM UNI GAMES 
On a great day for rugby the Beaches Boys travelled to UNI Oval to start their march to the finals.

The tirds got their mojo going but learnt that the referee is always right. The 2nds tinkered with

combos but in the end it was their running game that got them home. The 1s are back to class to

rejig their playing style to best maximize their playing strength and regain the win grin that they

had in the early rounds.

3rd GRADE BEACHES 22 UNIVERSITY 14
Alleluia they finally did it. !!!!!!

Following super coach Levey’s game plan the tirds put in their best 20 minutes of the season.

Playing tight Fez, Marty and Sam directed play back into the ruck area .This allowed our big

boppers to completely dominate the game.  Brad, Reece Teina and Smithy were real metre eaters

and Zane was unstoppable. Three tries later it was 17 to nil.

Then the game changed as our fitness started to wane and with this our discipline went out the

window conceding 14 penalties in a row. The result being uni came back to within 4, 17 to 13

with 10 minutes to go.

A couple of great steals by Marty allowed us to get some ball and we were able to control  the

ball through our pick and drive and score under the posts with 5 minutes to go.

Burnsy and Guy continually caused problems for the defense and Sam played a great 7s game

following the ball everywhere

GAME HIGHLIGHTS
1 Phil’s leaping take of a high ball then a pop pass to beaches player who was a way up the

sideline.

2 Brad’s try combined a shimmy, in and away, speed and guile in a blockbuster 5 metre run to the

tryline.

 

 PREMIER TWO   BEACHES 48    UNIVERSITY 20
 This game started with University retaining possession for first 10 minutes and pressuring

beaches with rushing defence. This enabled Uni to post the first try but from that point the

Beaches the machine started to click into gear. A great switch by Pat and Man of the Match Tyler

resulted in a try under the post to start out comeback. This move was repeated 10 minutes later

for a similar result. Our backs were looking sharp and the quick service by our 9 and 10 was

impressive. At half time we led 14 to 8

The score see sawed during the early period of the second half with Uni getting within 6 (21 to

15) our forwards started to pick up the pace and uni was left floundering. Josiah, Fossie and Matt

all ran the ball well and Rabs gave another wholehearted effort. Luke handled the step up Brodie

controlled the game from the halves.

GAME HIGHLIGHTS

1     The milkman in full flight nearly scoring a try  (Ah age shall not weary them)

2     Tyler was like  a Dalit as he was basically untouchable scoring 3 scintillating tries
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PREMIER  ONE              BEACHES 17   Vs   UNIVERSITY 27

This was a game that Uni controlled in both forwards and backs. Whilst the Beaches Boys tried

hard it was one we should have won but didn’t .Unfortunately early mistakes set the tone for

Beaches and University’s vigorous defence and cleanouts had us at sixes and sevens.

Down 12.to 0 early, some good short passing movements off the back of strong runs by Will and

Lucas had us back in the game at 12 to 5 .Unfortunately any momentum we developed was soon

squashed by good uni defence or our own dropped ball. A brain snap by the Timaru Titan

certainly let us down but it was pleasing to see a spirited fight back during the later stages that

got us back in the game and into a possible winning position. I felt if we had held the ball in the

last five minutes the game could have been ours to take.

A real positive was the game by Zac before he was unfortunately injured during the second half.

A sign of a good outside back is the work they do off the ball. Zac was certainly working hard and

he definitely has a bright future.

The scene is now set up for our boys to emulate the amazing feats of 2016 Beaches Team who

won their last 6 games to finish the season third after they had been well back after the first

round. They achieved that by rallying together as a team behind two players who led the way

ending up finishing first and second in the Anderson Medal.

Who is going to put their hand up in 2021?  I wonder but it can be done.

Game HIGHLIGHTS
1       Second half fight back but it just fell short

2        Steely’s promising run on debut 

IMPORTANT UPCOMING DATES :
 "OLD BOYS DAY" SATURDAY  17th July VS NELSON BAY 
SOUTHERN BEACHES ANNUAL BALL AT BELMONT16's: AUGUST 14th  
  
SBRU WOULD LIKE TO THANK  THE FOLLOWING  PARTNERS FOR THEIR CONTINUED SUPPORT
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